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Abstract: This paper examines the process of school design in Turkey. It describes the responsibilities 
and authority of the government bodies involved in the construction, maintenance and repair of 
school buildings, as well as past and current legislation and code enforcement concerning construction 
practices. These elements are described within the context of the factors impeding quality construction 
in both public and private buildings. An appendix provides additional information on damage to school 
buildings during the 2003 Bingöl earthquake.

Introduction

There are currently 18.6 million students, 680 000 teachers and 60 000 school buildings 
in primary and secondary education in Turkey. The country is earthquake-prone, and 
the seismic safety of school buildings is a constant concern for public authorities and 
parents. That such fears are not unfounded was recently confirmed when many school 
buildings were seriously damaged in the 1 May 2003 earthquake in Bingöl, a city of 
70 000 inhabitants in the east of the country (Figure 4.1). Three relatively new schools 
collapsed when the ground storeys were sheared off. A dormitory building next to a 
school also collapsed, killing many children as they slept (see Appendix for a discussion of 
the seismic performance of school buildings in the Bingöl earthquake).

Figure 4.1. The Republic of Turkey

The ensuing public outrage vigorously questioned the seismic safety of the country’s 
school buildings. Public buildings, including school facilities, are under constant scrutiny 
in the wake of earthquakes because there is a widespread conviction that these buildings 
experience heavier damage than privately-owned property. Although randomly sampled 
statistics on the number of affected structures may not support this perception, it is worth 
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noting that many buildings are not quickly reoccupied after the event, despite the fact 
that a national public body exists to conceive, design, supervise, operate and maintain 
these buildings and that the budgetary appropriations for replacing or retrofitting 
government-owned property are considerable.

This paper addresses this issue by examining the government process by which a new 
school is created, from the completion of feasibility studies to the delivery of the finished 
product to the school district concerned. It also analyses the deficiencies of the current 
system and suggests improvements in the interest of enhanced safety. A description 
of the technical causes of building failure following the severe earthquake in Bingöl is 
provided in the Appendix.

Construction of public facilities

Turkish Ministry of Public Works and Settlement

The Constitution of the Republic of Turkey requires that areas of responsibility and 
authority be clearly defined for every major sphere of activity. For example, the Ministry 
of Health is the only public body with the authority to serve the public’s needs in the 
health domain. This also applies to the construction of new public facilities, which is the 
designated authority of the Ministry of Public Works and Settlement (MPWS).

With the exception of public construction organised by the Ministry of National Defence 
– which oversees the construction of all facilities and infrastructure required by the Armed 
Forces – and the Ministry of Transportation – which builds rail and telecommunications 
facilities – the MPWS is responsible for constructing, maintaining and repairing all public 
buildings in the country. A Decree concerning the “Organisation and Responsibilities of 
MPWS” No. 180 (dated 14.12.1983; revised by Decree 209) defines the competencies of 
MPWS. With reference to disasters, the role of MPWS is to:

• Provide standards for urban plans, infrastructural systems, public services, etc.

• Determine mitigation methods and rehabilitation aid in both pre- and post-disaster 
situations.

• Keep records of contracting firms that serve the public sector.

• Determine urban plan upgrading methods as necessitated by disasters.

The MPWS is composed of three bodies:

• The General Directorate1 of (Public Building) Construction Affairs is responsible for 
the planning, tendering and management of construction programmes for all types of 
public buildings in the country. State hospitals, schools and other public buildings are 
built according to the standards and procedures developed by this body.

• The General Directorate of Disaster Affairs co-ordinates emergency aid, organises 
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temporary housing, determines hazard areas and proposes mitigation measures to 
minimise life and property losses. This body is charged with preparing and approving 
hazard maps to be employed by urban development plans “with ministerial consent”.

• The General Directorate of Technical Research and Implementation determines building 
materials and methods, design principles and height of buildings in high-risk areas. Municipal 
and regional plans involving two or more municipalities are approved by this body.

The MPWS also has a number of designated “affiliated” bodies:

• Under-Secretariat for Government Housing.

• Land Office.

• General Directorate of State Highways.

• General Directorate for Property Registry and Cadastral Plans.

• General Directorate of Bank of Provinces.2

The General Directorate of (Public Building) Construction Affairs

To understand the interplay of administrative forces that combine to create school 
buildings, a closer examination of the General Directorate of (Public Building) Construction 
Affairs (GDCA) is required. The GDCA ensures that all public buildings – school buildings 
are among the primary responsibilities of the GDCA – are adequately maintained, and 
that new facilities and buildings are planned according to the requirements specified by 
other government agencies. The GDCA is also responsible for supervising construction 
financed by the Provincial Special Authorities, which are agencies with annexed budgets, 
and municipalities. Public housing and post-disaster reconstruction are planned and 
contracts for their realisation are tendered by the GDCA. A large budget is allocated each 
year to the GDCA. 

The country is subdivided into 81 administrative units or “provinces”. The governor, an 
appointed civil servant, is the chief administrator of each province, and each province 
has Ministry of Public Works and Settlement (MPWS) offices, which are also managed by 
the governor. Thus, the governor is responsible for the administration of the GDCA, with 
the assistance of the local office.

A change in the established roles and responsibilities for planning, designing and contracting 
public schools occurred in 1997 when the length of compulsory primary education in Turkey 
was extended from five to eight years. To fulfil the requirement of the new law, where 
possible, all five-year primary and three-year lower secondary schools were combined. 
However, even before the law was introduced, many school buildings were used in two 
shifts; children were divided into those who attended school only in the morning, and those 
who attended in the afternoon. When the new law was introduced, combining primary and 
lower secondary levels resulted in an acute shortage of physical space.
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In 1998, the Ministry of National Education made an ambitious decision to eliminate 
all multi-shift education, and to reduce class size to 30 students. This resulted in a huge 
increase in workload for the GDCA, creating funding problems3 as thousands of new 
buildings needed to be built quickly and new designs created for the combined facilities. 
The Government of Turkey responded to the new situation by charging one of its own 
agencies – the Division of Investments and Facilities (DIF) of the Ministry of National 
Education – with conducting feasibility analyses, planning, designing and contracting 
services for the new generation of school buildings. The DIF appointed private consultants 
to oversee the design and construction of the new facilities.

In many rural or remote locations, it was not feasible to build a single school building 
for only a small number of children. In addition, transportation and climatic conditions 
often adversely affect school attendance. Thus, boarding schools – known as Regional 
Boarding Primary Schools or YIBO in Turkish – were established to serve rural settlements. 
When such schools are close to or on the periphery of urban settlements, only those 
students who live in remote rural areas are permitted to attend as full boarders and other 
students must use public transport to travel to and from school. These schools are known 
as Pension-Type Primary Schools or PIO in Turkish.

The DIF also developed standard designs for sports facilities, multi-purpose assembly 
halls for cultural activities, computer and science laboratories, language laboratories, 
music halls, workshops and libraries. During the initial phase of this project, some 
360 new school complexes, translating into several million square metres of built space, 
were tendered nationwide.4

Legislation and code enforcement

Law of Contract Tenders No. 2886

In 2002, the Law of Contract Tenders No. 2886 was superseded by Law No. 4734, which 
established a new agency called the State Contracts Establishment or KIK in Turkish. From 
its implementation in 1983, Law No. 2886 has provided an accurate representation of 
how goods and services were procured in Turkey.

Contract law applies to all government bodies, administrations with annexed budgets, 
municipalities and provincial special administrations concerning procurements of goods 
and services, involving contracting surveys, planning, design, construction, supervision 
and consultant services for public buildings. Contract law regulates the construction, 
fabrication, repair, installation and refurbishment of physical facilities.

According to Law No. 2886, after preparing estimated costs based on unit prices, agencies 
were required to submit proposals from contractors to the Contract Bid Evaluation 
Commission, appending any supplementary specifications to the contract document 
package. The proposals would include the discount proposed by the contractor. Offers 
could be made in the form of closed envelope, open bids, negotiated bids or competition 
bids. For building construction, the most common form is the closed envelope bid.
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While Article 28 of Law No. 2886 required the commission to select the “most suitable” 
offer, in practice this was interpreted as accepting the lowest bid. For public construction 
contracts, there were frequent complaints of fraudulent practices, fixed evaluations or 
offers, low bids subsequently padded to cost over-runs, and negligence of supervisory 
personnel at the expense of quality.

Following the destructive Kocaeli and Düzce earthquakes in 1999, the Government of 
Turkey obtained a loan from the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 
which is the primary lending component of the World Bank. One of the terms of the 
agreement was the replacement of Law No. 2886 with a new legal framework for the 
management of institutional contracts. In theory, the articles of the new law, No. 4734, 
would lead to improved construction practices.

Development Law No. 3194

In 1958, a ministry was established to study and administer the natural hazards problem in 
Turkey, with the aim of reducing future losses. This ministry was charged with enforcing both 
the Development Law and the Disasters Law. Development Law No. 3194 is the principal 
legal instrument governing building design. Several articles in Part IV of this law relate 
to supervising building construction. The law holds municipalities – or governorates for 
buildings located outside urban areas – responsible for project supervision. Construction 
supervision is entrusted to “engineers of record”.5 For certain classes of buildings located 
outside municipalities, non-holders of engineering degrees have been allowed to serve in 
this capacity. There are other exceptions granted in the case of rural settlements.

Holders of deeds or parcel assignment certificates submit petitions to the relevant 
municipality or governorate to acquire building permits. In addition to the certificate 
of land ownership, the applicant must submit architectural, structural and mechanical 
designs, and a schematic drawing of the building’s location. The law states that local 
governments are responsible for design verification, although some municipalities 
have transferred this duty to the local branches of the Chambers of Civil Engineers or 
Architects through informal agreements. In the opinion of the author, this is a dangerous 
and ultimately illegal practice because the law clearly holds the local government liable 
for ensuring the life and property safety of the people it serves. While technical offices of 
municipalities function as “rubber stamps” for approval work, the qualifications of those 
controlling designs is not made clear. In addition, the Development Law does not specify 
the measures to be applied in the case of approval of an erroneous design. According to 
legal precedent, design engineers have been held responsible, despite the fact that others 
may have approved the design.
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Development Law No. 3194 requires the engineer of record to report any design violations 
made by the contractor to the municipality or governorate. When such a violation occurs, it is 
incumbent upon the local government to verify that it has occurred, to seal the construction 
site, to halt construction activity and to order the owner to take corrective action. If corrective 
action is taken within one month, then the order to halt work is lifted. If the owner does not 
comply with the order, then the building permit is revoked and the building is torn down at 
the owner’s expense. There are a number of penalties for the contractor or the engineer if 
certain provisions of the law are not fulfilled. In general, the penalty clauses of the law are 
not sufficiently enforced, and violations are tolerated. An important omission in the law is the 
absence of guidelines for engineers on supervision of construction. In addition, the engineer 
is only required to report violations and has little influence over the construction process. 
Importantly, although the engineer of record is charged with the protection of the rights 
of the property owner, in the case of private build-sell agreements between parcel owner 
and contractor, the engineer of record usually receives salary from the latter. In addition, 
municipalities and governorates are known to be understaffed, and cannot fulfil the task of 
keeping registers for contractors active within their jurisdictions.

In theory, construction of public buildings should be immune to many of the deficiencies 
that are widespread in private property construction. The MPWS employs many engineers 
and architects who are responsible for ensuring that construction is done properly. Figure 4.2 
shows the evolution of private and public building construction in Turkey. The rapid 
turnover of personnel in provincial offices and the general lack of awareness that small 
errors can seal the fate of buildings in earthquakes have generated a generally sub-
standard building stock.

Summary of factors impeding quality in public construction

The factors that have negatively influenced the quality of public and private construction 
in Turkey are summarised below6 and in Figure 4.3.

General problems

• No formal qualifications are required for building contractors.7

• No formal proficiency requirements are needed for engineers or architects.

• Preference for accepting the lowest offer for public tenders results in low-price, low-
quality products.8

Supervision of projects

• Technical expertise, resources and knowledge of routine methods and practical 
standards of supervision in local authorities are insufficient to carry out reliable project 
supervision.

• No higher authority exists with the authority to inspect and exact penalties on local 
authorities that do not fulfil their supervisory function.
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Figure 4.2. General management structure for building construction in Turkey
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Figure 4.3. Obstacles to good quality construction in Turkey
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• No liabilities are imposed on the designer or on the approving authority in case of 
errors or damages inflicted on any party.

• The practice of “Chamber visa” has no legitimate basis and does not secure the necessary 
standards.

Construction supervision

• An “engineer of record” – who is required by law to be on the site – is often paid by 
the developer, only needs a basic diploma and cannot intervene in the construction 
process. Professionals such as engineers, architects and city planners could act in this 
capacity, although their qualifications are not appropriate for the job.

• Assignment of a construction site inspector is not practiced, even for larger projects.

• According to Article 42 of the Development Law, developers can incur pecuniary 
penalties for deviating from projects. However, this law is not effective.

• Contrary to all provisions envisaged in the law, unauthorised buildings or those 
constructed without permission can be connected to water, power and communications 
without any party incurring liabilities.

• Local authorities have no means by which to follow unauthorised development, other 
than through the efforts of private informers.

• The legal process by which unauthorised or contravening buildings can be demolished 
is very long: at least one year.

• Local authorities lack the expertise, means and tools by which to remove buildings.

• No legal liability can be obtained for prospective damages and losses inflicted by 
production failures in buildings, other than the provisions in the Law of Obligations.

Conclusions

This article has examined the causes of inadequate building quality in Turkey, including 
school buildings. It would appear that many of the tens of thousands of school buildings 
and other educational facilities in the country are hazardous to their occupants. Even if 
an imported version of a “Field Act” were established, replacing or retrofitting buildings 
would be expensive and intrusive. The author believes that an incremental approach 
to improving the general quality of construction, involving the use of far stricter 
requirements for school buildings, would provide a better long-term solution.9

Notes

1. A General Directorate is similar, for example, to an “agency” in the United States 
administration system.
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2. The General Directorate of Bank of Provinces is a public agency that provides financing 
to the country’s municipalities for their essential infrastructure construction. Turkey has 
some 3 500 municipalities.

3. Nation-wide pledge campaigns from private citizens raised much of the money required 
to finance the new schools. Turkey has an established tradition for this type of charity.

4. The three school buildings that collapsed in Bingöl were of this generation.

5. This is the author’s translation only. The phrase can also be rendered as “the technically 
responsible party”, but the author has chosen to use this more familiar expression.

6. The author is indebted to Murat Balamir for this pithy list.

7. The MPWS has instituted a system of classifying contractors according to the size and 
number of tenders successfully completed. The so-called “carnet” categories have been 
the subject of much dispute.

8. The former Law for Contracts No. 2886 was replaced two years ago by another law 
that regulates all public construction. It is still too early to comment on the benefits of 
this change.

9. Gülkan, P. and D. Utkutu� (2003), “Minimum Seismic Design Requirements for School 
Buildings”, Türkiye Mühendislik Haberleri, Vol. 425, No. 3, pp. 13-22 (in Turkish).
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APPENDIX

The Appendix contains observations from a survey of school buildings in Bingöl (Figure A4.1), 
which was carried out after the city was struck by an earthquake on 1 May 2003.

Background

The earthquake 

The epicentre of the earthquake was located north of Bingöl, a city that is situated 
among a series of complex and heterogeneous fault patterns. On the macroseismic scale, 
the earthquake occurred inside the Bingöl-Karlıova-Erzincan triangle, which is defined by 
the Karlıova triple junction to the east, the right lateral strike-slip North Anatolian Fault 
(NAF) to the north, and the left lateral strike-slip East Anatolian fault (EAF) to the south. 
The Bingöl-Karlıova-Erzincan triangle is bordered and traversed by conjugate faults of 

Figure A4.1. Location of the school and dormitory buildings surveyed
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